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The objective of the Market Matters Active 

Income Portfolio is to provide a high level of 

regular tax-effective income with lower volatility 

than the underlying share market. This is achieved 

by actively managing a portfolio of high yielding 

equities combined with ASX listed income 

securities that offer diversification benefits to both 

Australian equities and cash or term deposits.   

 

MARKETS & PERFORMANCE 

The Market Matters Active Income Portfolio fell 
-2.45% in January, underperforming its 
+0.34% benchmark, although the ASX200 
Accumulation Index fell -6.35%. The portfolio 
has returned 12.65% for the rolling 12-months. 
 

 
 

January was a tough month for equities with the 
ASX 200 down 6.35% in aggregate, while taking 
the extremes, the pullback was more than 10% 
from monthly high to monthly low – putting the 
decline into correction territory.  
 
Higher valuation sectors such as Healthcare (-
12%) & Information Technology (-18%) were 
weakest, more than 50% of IT stocks are now 
down 20% for the year which is a startling statistic.  
 
The steep decline has made the quarterly range 
one of the largest in the last decade, especially if 
we remove the initial panic when COVID first  
entered our lives back in early 2020. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
While the broader market was weak, one sector 
stood out on the upside with Energy defying the 
bearish fossil fuel rhetoric to rally nearly 8% in the 
month. While it is clear the world is moving 
towards renewables, and rightly so, this will take 
time and a lack of new investment when global 
demand is increasing is likely to support prices.  
 
Higher energy prices along with COVID related 
supply chain issues have fed into rising inflation.  
This is now a concern for markets.   
 
When inflation rises it takes interest rates along for 
the ride which flows down to multiple contraction 
/ a drop in valuations i.e., people are prepared to 
pay less for a company’s potential earnings 
because they can suddenly get an improving return 
on their risk-free funds at the bank – in other 
words, a major tailwind for stocks has become a 
headwind.  
 
While this is not entirely new news, it is not lost on 
us that the world has been awash with effectively 
“free money” over recent years fuelling the almost 
incomprehensible appreciation of assets. While we 
are not bearish equities, we believe 2022 will be a 
volatile year as this support is gradually 
normalised - active management will be of critical 
importance for portfolio returns.  
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PORTFOLIO STOCKS 

 
 

The portfolio holds concentrated positions in 
19 securities, delivering an expected yield of 
4.95%, a large part of which is franked. 
 
While the portfolio was down in January with 
performance below its absolute return benchmark, 
the level of drawdown relative to a -6.35% decline 
by the ASX highlights the defensive nature of the 
portfolio.  
 
As interest rate expectations have firmed, the 
expected yield from our allocation to floating rate 
hybrids has increased. Major bank tier 1 hybrids 
continue to offer reasonable value paying a yield to 
first call date of almost 4% grossed for franking.  
 
Metcash (MTS) was our weakest portfolio holding 
during January, accounting for -0.76% of portfolio 
performance as supply chain bottlenecks hurt the 
sector. We remain very comfortable holders of 
Metcash and see the pullback to ~$4 as a strong 
buying opportunity.  
 
BHP Billiton (BHP) was a strong relative and 
absolute performer during the month adding 
1.08% to portfolio performance ahead of their 
delisting in the UK. A significant index rebalance 
saw BHP move from a ~6% weighting to a ~10% 
weighting in the ASX 200 which underpinned 
outperformance. 
 
 

The portfolio also enjoyed a strong month from 
AGL Energy (AGL) which has increased by ~40% 
since we initiated the holding. While we are 
cognisant of the challenges they face from an 
earnings perspective, the value of their underlying 
asset base remains attractive.  
 

 
 

During the month, Insignia Financial Group (IFL) 
reported a better than feared quarterly trading 
update which showed early signs that their 
turnaround is working. While outflows continued 
and there are some swings and roundabouts in 
terms of adviser numbers declining again, the rate 
of outflows slowed markedly and there are positive 
signs emerging in the platforms and asset 
management side of the business.  
 
Based on current consensus earnings, IFL is 
trading on just ~9x FY23 earnings with those 
earnings expected to grow by mid to high single 
digits with a dividend yield of 6.85% in FY22 
jumping to 7.69% fully franked in FY23.   
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DISCLOSURE 

 

Market Matters, its employees, associates and / or 

contributors may hold stocks mentioned in this report.  

Performance of the Model Portfolio is based on a model 

portfolio and is gross of investment management, 

administration fees and transaction costs. The total 

return performance figures quoted are historical and 

include franking credits. Total returns assume the 

reinvestment of all portfolio income. 

DISCLAIMER 

All figures contained from sources believed to be 

accurate.  Market Matters does not make any 

representation of warranty as to the accuracy of the 

figures and disclaims any liability resulting from any 

inaccuracy.   

Reports and other documents published on this 

website and email (‘Reports’) are authored by Market 

Matters and the reports represent the views of Market 

Matters.  

The Reports contain general, as opposed to personal, 

advice. That means they are prepared for multiple 

distributions without consideration of your investment 

objectives, financial situation and needs (‘Personal 

Circumstances’). Accordingly, any advice given is not a 

recommendation that a particular course of action is 

suitable for you and the advice is therefore not to be 

acted on as investment advice. You must assess 

whether or not any advice is appropriate for your 

Personal Circumstances before making any investment 

decisions. You can either make this assessment 

yourself, or if you require a personal recommendation, 

you can seek the assistance of a financial advisor. 

Market Matters or its author(s) accepts no 

responsibility for any losses or damages resulting from 

decisions made from or because of information within 

this publication. Investing and trading in financial 

products are always risky, so you should do your own 

research before buying or selling a financial product. 

The Reports are published by Market Matters in good 

faith based on the facts known to it at the time of their 

preparation and do not purport to contain all relevant 

information with respect to the financial products to 

which they relate. Although the Reports are based on 

information obtained from sources believed to be 

reliable, Market Matters does not make any 

representation or warranty that they are accurate, 

complete or up to date and Market Matters accepts no 

obligation to correct or update the information or 

opinions in the Reports. Market Matters may publish 

content sourced from external content providers.  

If you rely on a Report, you do so at your own risk. Past 

performance is not an indication of future performance. 

Any projections are estimates only and may not be 

realised in the future. Except to the extent that liability 

under any law cannot be excluded, Market Matters 

disclaims liability for all loss or damage arising as a 

result of any opinion, advice, recommendation, 

representation or information expressly or impliedly 

published in or in relation to this report 

notwithstanding any error or omission including 

negligence. 


